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Jeffrey M. Schwartz, M.D. and Sharon Begley 

 

Summary 

Disclaimer: The whole book is not covered, just what I consider to be the most impactful and important. 

Ever wonder which came first, the chicken or the egg? Not literally, but this analogy represents the 

relationship between the mind and the brain. Common wisdom tells you it all stems from the brain, and 

that smart people have “smart brains” and stupid people have “stupid brains”. BUT, this book along with 

neuroscience reveals the common notion is wrong. 

We are one hundred percent in control, since the brain is actually shaped by the mind, and the mind 

creates perception of experience. 

Deep, yes, but here’s the common explanation. If you want to master anything, your brain can do it 

through the stimuli you feed it. Just like how if you want a nice body you eat healthy and work out. Except 

instead of protein/veggies/carbs, your brain feeds off energy currents, which are the smallest 

concentration of stimulus you allow. If you’re negative, you’re feeding negative and your brain will reflect 

such. If you feed reasons why NOT, you’re building a super brain equipped to tell why anything won’t 

work.  

 

My Takeaway 

It sounds cheesy, but anything is possible. 

For example, I was never math brained, but through majoring in finance/accounting I’ve trained myself 

analytical qualities common wisdom would tell me I could never have.  
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Foundation 

 

Lesson 1: Neuroplasticity 

Want to really impress a chick at the bar? Start by complementing the impacts she has on your 

neuroplasticity. 

She’ll either slap you, shy away awkwardly, or if you’re lucky ask what you mean. 

You’d tell her how neuroplasticity is the ability of neurons to forge new connections, thus rewiring the 

brain, and by her presence she’s so awe-strucking that she has this effect on you. 

All jokes aside, neuroplasticity is the key to success since it is the brains ability to improve (or decline) 

based on the stimuli it’s presented with.  

It’s just like your physical body. If you work out and eat healthy, you’ll have a phenomenal beach body. If 

you instead eat Twinkies and consider exercise getting up from the couch you’ll look like a turd.  

 

 

Lesson 2: Product of Choice 

“Directed, willed mental activity can clearly and systematically alter brain 

function; that the exertion of willful effort generates a physical force that has the 

power to change how the brain works and even its physical structure.” – Physicist 

Henry Stapp 

 

Who we are both mentally and physically is one hundred percent our choice.  

How? Because each and every second we are engaging in a neuroplasticity continuum. When we’re young 

this rewiring rate is heightened. For example, we’ve all experienced and heard about how much easier it 

is to learn something like a new language when you’re younger. BUT, although slower, this process is 

always under way. 
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The authors in the book teach us we have the supreme ability to choose which stimulus will affect you. 

For example, it is our choice to either eat the Twinkie or vegetable. This choice is what they call directed 

mental force, and the direct result of this is directed neuroplasticity.   

The Equations: 

Mental Effort = Mental Force 

Directed Mental Force = Directed Neuroplasticity 

 

Lesson 3: Quantum Physics 

Science can only go so far. It can describe everything physical down to the atom, but can’t explain the 

judgement or non-physical characteristics we display this very second. Philosophers call it qualia, the 

qualitative, raw, personal, subjective feel that we get from an experience or sensation.  

This is where quantum physics comes in. 

 

Lesson 4: 4 Step System  

The authors propose a 4 step system to implement positive plasticity.  

1: Relabel (the WHAT): Here is where you relabel the cause behind the negative stimulus. For example, 

the authors would have OCD start by relabeling their feeling to a response to their OCD. 

2: Reattribute (the WHY): This is where you actually pick out the reason for your toxic habit in terms of 

yourself. For example, the OCD patients had an actual part of their brain that was different. I think of this 

in terms of working out, and I say I want to look at Facebook because there is a low cognitive strain and 

my brain at that moment is cognitively strained.  

3: Refocus (the HOW): This is the actual implementation of a different activity. For example, if your toxic 

habit is smoking, this is where you do something like drink water or eat an Apple. For my Facebook 

addiction, this is where I read a book.  
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4: Revalue: Revaluing means to reassess the importance of something. If you think of your life like a 

percentage, you’d set your life at 1 and each activity comprising of a percentage. For example, exercising 

might be 2% of your life. When you revalue, you’re conditioning your mindset to lower the percentage of 

whatever the toxic energy is. 

 

Chapter 1: The Matter of Mind 

 

Lesson 1: Brain and Mind 

Key Takeaway: The brain and mind are separate but connected. This space of separation is the 

Explanatory Gap. 

Most people consider the brain and mind one in the same. However, if one is to think this they give up all 

control of their ability to control their brain. Why and how? Because both are separate but connected. 

Further, if we’re to use the psychology iceberg as an example, the brain is a result of the mind. 

As the authors say: “mind is the software running on the brain’s hardware”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brain 

Mind 
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Chapter 2: Brain Lock 

 

Lesson 1: Mindfulness 

Schwartz tells us the key to engaging in positive plasticity is your initial interpretation of stimuli. For 

example, you’re boss giving you an assignment, your girlfriend telling you something, etc. How you 

interpret this internally decides whether you’ll interpret it to promote positive plasticity or negative.  

Generally people get stuck here. They give in to their immediate emotions and hand over any learning or 

growth a situation proposes. 

Mindfulness is this cure. According to Nyanaponika Thera, author of The Heart of Buddhist Mediation, 

“Mindfulness is kept to a bare registering of the facts observed.”  

As the authors say, “It is the difference between an off-handed “Ah, here’s that feeling that I have to count 

cans again,” and “My brain is generating another obsessive thought. What does it feel like? How am I 

responding? Does the feeling make sense? Don’t I in fact know it to be false?” 

Consider it the ability of awareness and understanding, to take each situation and separate the obvious 

from the deeper meaning.  

 

Lesson 2: Relabeling 

The authors take the above process of mindfulness and apply it to their first step of positive plasticity 

called relabeling.  

It is the ability to separate feelings from facts, giving the controller full control versus a slave to their 

emotions.  

The authors call it a “purposeful cognitive shift”. 
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Lesson 3: Reattribute 

“Relabeling clarifies what is happening, and Reattributing affirms why it’s 

happening”. 

 

Reattributing is Cognitive Restructuring. 

Above you’ve separated the emotions from the facts. Now it’s time to pinpoint where the emotion was 

coming from.  

For example, Schwartz’s OCD patient’s on MRI’s all had a specific block spot in their brain. Reattributing 

for them would be the process of being able to say that black spot is creating the irrational emotions. In 

one specific patient’s case, they’d say “This black spot is why I keep washing the dishes”. 

The key ingredient to both is mindfulness, the ability to distance the soul from the toxic energy, the ability 

to see this behavior is toxic and not me but a behavior I will change.  

 

Lesson 4: Refocusing 

“Besides Relabeling and reattributing their OCD symptoms, I realized, patients 

needed to turn their attention to something else, performing an activity other 

than the one by urged on them by their stuckin-gear brain.” 

 

You’ve relabeled, you’ve reattributed, now it’s time to actually take action by replacing the toxic energy 

with positive energy.  

Scientifically, this is where you’re actually rewiring as the authors say, “refocusing changes which brain 

circuits become activated”.  

Think of it simply as replacing toxic activities with positive ones. The authors recommend experimenting 

with different refocus tasks daily through the “play of the day”. They also recommend having a book of 
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these refocus tricks, and to physically write them since writing affirms cognitive ease upon 

implementation. 

The actual directions are just to “initiate an adaptive behavior unrelated to the disturbing feeling even 

while the feeling is very much present”. 

My example I always use is Facebook. I am full blown addicted to it. Not in actually conversing with people, 

but just in the cognitive ease of scrolling up and down with news feed with no cognitive strain. This can 

be very toxic in that I’m gaining no actual value. My first step to change this is in relabeling. I went from 

saying I’ll look scroll through Facebook to “I’ll take a short mental break”. From there I have to reattribute, 

thus telling myself “I need a cognitive break”. Now is the refocus, and this is where I do two things. Instead 

of going cold-turkey (quitting all at once), I started liking pages that would add value so that their posts 

would show up on my news feed. This would be pages like Business Insider, Tech Crunch, etc. This way I 

was adding value while respecting the cognitive break I needed. Second I would focus on breathing and 

creating cognitive space.  

 

Lesson 5: Revalue Through Wise Attention 

What makes a Mercedes more expensive than a Ford? 

The root of this question is the same root cause for toxic habits.  

Put simply, the reward of a toxic habit is generally highly valued.  

The solution according to the authors is thus to revalue, meaning to apply lower value to these rewards.  

How? Through wise attention, which is seeing things for what they are instead of what you make them 

be. For example, cigarettes can either be addicting nicotine or they can be a stress release. Wise attention 

is the labeling of them as addicting nicotine.  

 

Lesson 6: Brain Lock 

This chapter is titled brain lock because the structure upholding every toxic formation is brain lock. It is 

simply the set processes that trigger subconsciously, what I call “auto-pilot”. 
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Chapter 5: The Mapmakers 

 

Lesson 1: Brain Shaped By Surroundings 

“The life we live in shapes the brain we develop”. 

 

The authors look at a 1987 study by Merzenich and Kaas who ran a study that affirmed the adaptability 

and source of adaption within the brain.  

They call our brain an “organ with the capacity to change throughout life”. 

 

Summary 

Short and sweet, the takeaway is that your perception and your reality is one hundred percent under your 

control.   

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For more impactful content check this out! 
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